


Welcome to Week 4 of our 
Sea and Shore Explorers topic!

It has been wonderful to hear that the children are
really loving our new topic and that they enjoyed
imagining that they were in Cornwall at different
times of the year last week. As always, we have
really loved looking at the work produced by the
children at home and school. Thank you for all that
you are doing to support us. Please keep sending
photos and videos to our class email address, so
that we can write a feedback message to your child.
We hope that you have a fantastic week!

Our email address is zebras@bratton.wilts.sch.uk

Mrs Abi  Rich and Mrs Sam Midgley 

mailto:zebras@bratton.wilts.sch.uk


This week we will be learning about seaside poems, before writing our own.  Today we will be learning about caves and performing a 
fantastic poem about finding treasures in a cave.  

First
Have you ever been inside a cave?  You may have been to the caves at Wookey Hole, or seen some at a beach.  Caves are big holes under 
rock.   Some places that you might find a cave are under mountains and hills, or under a cliff on a beach.  You can even find caves under 
the sea! Watch this video of William Whiskerson the mouse exploring a cave under a hill with his friend Emily.  This will help you to 
imagine what it might look like inside a cave.  https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p013h1fq.  This lasts around 10 minutes.

Then
You can also get caves by beaches. Beach caves are where there is a hole at the bottom of the cliff.  They can be very magical places and, 
if you look really carefully, you might find some very interesting things in there! Listen to Mrs Rich reading and talking about a poem all 
about discovering exciting objects when exploring a cave on a beach. https://youtu.be/8DQnUVoJO1M. The poem is called ‘In the Cave’.  
You can find the poem after the pages of cave photos.  This lasts around 20 minutes, plus discussion time. 

Next
We would then like you to try to learn some of the poem off by heart, by playing the video again, or asking an adult to read the poem to 
you.  Tomorrow and the next day we will be using this poem to write our own version, so knowing it really well will help you to do this.
Please spend around 10 minutes trying to learn the poem.  

Poetry Session 1: Cave Poem Performance

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p013h1fq
https://youtu.be/8DQnUVoJO1M


In the Cave

When we went to explore
the cave on the shore
here’s what we found…
A rusty tin
A green bottle with a message in
An old and crumpled treasure map
A gold badge from a sailor’s cap
Strips of red canvas from a sail
Wood from a pirate ship wrecked in a gail
Slimy seaweed, polished stones
Shiny shells and whitened bones
In the cave that’s what we found
scattered on the sandy ground.

By Sean Forbes



The following pages were in Mrs Rich’s 
video.  We talked about the answers to the 
questions. 

What words can you think of to describe 
this cave?



This is a photo of Mrs Rich’s children snorkelling in a cave.  
They saw lots of tiny fish and beautiful shells on the bottom.  
Can you see the stalactites like William the mouse saw in his cave?  
Can you think of some words to describe these?



Is it light or dark in this cave?  
What might you see if you turned a torch on and looked around?

Remember that when exploring caves we must 
always stay safe, like William Whiskerson, follow 
signs like the warning sign that we talked about in 
this picture and stay with adults.



What do you think might be inside this cave?



What words can you think of to describe this cave?



You might even find some 
treasure!  

What can you see in this 
picture?



Today we will be making a list of things that we think we might find in a cave.  This might be real or 
imaginary things.  Tomorrow we will be making this into a list poem, like the one that we learnt yesterday.  

First
Watch the video of Mrs Rich reading the poem from yesterday again and talking about things that we 
might find in a beach cave.  There are pictures on the next pages from the video.  She will then show you 
how to make a list of things that you might find in a cave on the beach:  https://youtu.be/QhxVxGLmHIU
This part of the session lasts around 20 minutes, plus extra time for discussion.

Then
Use your soundmat to help you to write a list of 5 things that you might find in a cave.  
There is also a photo of Mrs Rich’s writing and some paper to write on, if you have a printer.  
This should take 30 minutes.  

Writing Session 2

Top Tips!
• Say the word and break it into sounds
• Finger spaces
• Joining tails
• Make your words smaller 
• Start every letter on the line

https://youtu.be/QhxVxGLmHIU


What can you see?



Can you think of some words 
to describe this sea glass?



You might find seaweed and 
driftwood in a cave.  Can you think 
of some words to describe these 
things?  



These metal things have gone 
rusty in the sea, like the rusty 
tin in the poem.  Can you think 
of any other metal things?



Sometimes people forget things when they go home from the beach. Sometimes these things 
are washed into a cave by the sea.  What else might you accidentally leave on a beach?



Who do you think wrote the message in this bottle?  
Who is the message for?
What might the message say?



Can you imagine what a 
pirate may have hidden 
in a cave?



Mrs Rich’s 
modelled writing 

from the video







Today we will be using our ideas from yesterday to write a beach cave poem.

First
Watch the video of Mrs Rich explaining how to take ideas from our list of things that you might find on the 
beach, and turn it into a list poem: https://youtu.be/l5VKrL_V9Xs.
This part of the session lasts around 10 minutes, plus extra time for discussion.

Then
Use your soundmat to help you to write a list poem.  There is paper for this is on the page after Mrs Rich’s 
example.  If you don’t have a printer, ask an adult to write the opening and ending of the poem for you.
This should take 30 minutes.  

Writing Session 3

Super Sentences Top Tips!
• Say the word and break it into sounds
• Finger spaces
• Joining tails
• Make your words smaller 
• Start every letter on the line

https://youtu.be/l5VKrL_V9Xs


Mrs Rich’s modelled writing from the video



In the Cave

When we went to explore
the cave on the shore,
here’s what we found…
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

In the cave that’s what we found,
scattered on the sandy ground.



We don’t just see things when we go to the beach.  We have 5 senses.  We can see, hear, smell, feel 
and taste things.  Today we will be making a plan of ideas about this, which we will be using to write a 
seaside senses poem tomorrow.

First
Watch the video of Mrs Rich reading a seaside senses poem and talking about what you can see, hear, 
smell, feel and taste at the beach and making these ideas more interesting by adding describing words 
(adjectives).  She will also show you how to record your ideas. https://youtu.be/Qhqk0dP4wA8
This part of the session lasts around 10 minutes, plus extra time for discussion.

Then
Use your soundmat to write what you can see, hear, smell, feel and taste at the beach. Try to make 
your ideas really interesting by adding describing words.   There is a photo of Mrs Rich’s writing and 
some paper to write on, if you have a printer.  
This should take 30 minutes.  

Writing Session 4

Top Tips!
• Say the word and break it into sounds
• Finger spaces
• Joining tails
• Make your words smaller 

https://youtu.be/Qhqk0dP4wA8




What can you eat at the beach? 
What does it taste like?

What can you see at 
the beach?  
What does it look like?

What can you smell at 
the beach?

What sounds can 
you hear at the 
beach?

What can you touch at 
the beach? 
What does it feel like?

Questions from Mrs Rich’s video



Mrs Rich’s modelled writing from the video



• What can you see, 
hear, touch, smell and 
taste at the beach? 

• Think of at least one 
idea for each box.

• Add a describing word 
to make each idea 
more interesting.



Writing Session 5

Super Sentences Top Tips!
• Say the word and break it into sounds
• Finger spaces
• Joining tails
• Make your words smaller 
• Start every letter on the line

Today we will be using our ideas from yesterday to make a seaside senses poem.

First
Watch the video of Mrs Rich showing you how to take your ideas from yesterday and turn them 
into a seaside senses poem. https://youtu.be/7pgopFFMOsA.  
This part of the session lasts around 7 minutes.

Then
Use your soundmat to help you to write a seaside senses poem.  There is also a photo of Mrs Rich’s 
writing and some paper to write on, if you have a printer.  If not, ask an adult to help you to write 
the first part of each line of the poem. 
This should take 30 minutes.  

https://youtu.be/7pgopFFMOsA


Mrs Rich’s modelled writing from the video





Phonics
Activities
Please work through the sounds, words and sentences in our separate 
Phonics Week 4 document, which is on the school website. 
There are 5 sessions.  

This week will be reading words with these sounds: ear, air, ure, 
We will be learning to read these tricky words: my, what, they, are, you



Spelling / Handwriting Session 1 (15 minutes)
How to write ‘are’

Watch these videos for ‘are’.
Are animation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7VUKKHm3N84
Are song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w9up5hThh5g

Then log into Letterjoin, using the instructions in this guide.  Ask an adult to type ‘are’ into the Wow Fun 
option. There is also a paper worksheet, if you have a printer.  You could also try other ways to write, 
such as: writing in rainbow letters; writing in chalk on a patio and then writing over it again with a wet 
brush to wash it off; writing with a sharpie pen on a big leaf;  writing with an upside down wooden 
spoon in glitter or flour on a baking tray; writing with paint on the end of a cotton bud or feather; 
writing with icing pens on biscuits; writing in sand with your finger; writing on a steamed up shower 
door or mirror.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7VUKKHm3N84
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w9up5hThh5g




How to access Letterjoin at home



You can also learn all of these sounds and letters from this week by using the WOW FUN- Magic Words part 
of  www.letterjoin.co.uk.  Type the word or sound and pick a background.  The access instructions are on the 
next page.
For example:

Click here Choose a background here

Type the word or sound 
for your child here

http://www.letterjoin.co.uk/


Spelling / Handwriting Session 2 (15 minutes)
How to write ‘have’ 

Watch these videos for ‘have’.
Have animation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zd7tuu6lxQI&t=977s (have is at 10 mins 57 secs). 
Have song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IWEAaDxOQI

Then log into Letterjoin, using the instructions in this guide.  Ask an adult to type ‘have’ into the Wow 
Fun option. There is also a paper worksheet, if you have a printer.  You could also try other ways to 
write, such as: writing in rainbow letters; writing in chalk on a patio and then writing over it again with a 
wet brush to wash it off; writing with a sharpie pen on a leaf;  writing with an upside down wooden 
spoon in glitter or flour on a baking tray; writing with paint on the end of a cotton bud or feather; 
writing with icing pens on biscuits; writing in sand with your finger; writing on a steamed up shower 
door or mirror.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zd7tuu6lxQI&t=977s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IWEAaDxOQI




Spelling / Handwriting Session 3 (15 minutes)
How to write ‘my’

Watch this video for ‘my’.
My animation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntqsu5YeqIc

Then log into Letterjoin, using the instructions in this guide.  Ask an adult to type ‘my’ into the Wow Fun 
option. There is also a paper worksheet, if you have a printer.  You could also try other ways to write, 
such as: writing in rainbow letters; writing in chalk on a patio and then writing over it again with a wet 
brush to wash it off; writing with a sharpie pen on a leaf;  writing with an upside down wooden spoon in 
glitter or flour on a baking tray; writing with paint on the end of a cotton bud or feather; writing with 
icing pens on biscuits; writing in sand with your finger; writing on a steamed up shower door or mirror.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntqsu5YeqIc




Spelling / Handwriting Session 4 (15 minutes)
How to write ‘said’

Watch these videos for ‘said’.

Said animation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9SQOPww_ts

Said song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Byf8_PGxnu4

Then log into Letterjoin, using the instructions in this guide.  Ask an adult to type said’ into the Wow Fun 
option. There is also a paper worksheet, if you have a printer.  You could also try other ways to write, 
such as: writing in rainbow letters; writing in chalk on a patio and then writing over it again with a wet 
brush to wash it off; writing with a sharpie pen on a leaf;  writing with an upside down wooden spoon in 
glitter or flour on a baking tray; writing with paint on the end of a cotton bud or feather; writing with 
icing pens on biscuits; writing in sand with your finger; writing on a steamed up shower door or mirror.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9SQOPww_ts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Byf8_PGxnu4




Spelling / Handwriting Session 5 (15 minutes)
How to write ‘like’

Watch this video for ‘like’.
Like animation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jtALAD9-WwI

Then log into Letterjoin, using the instructions in this guide.  Ask an adult to type ‘like’ into the Wow 
Fun option. There is also a paper worksheet, if you have a printer.  You could also try other ways to 
write, such as: writing in rainbow letters; writing in chalk on a patio and then writing over it again with a 
wet brush to wash it off; writing with a sharpie pen on a leaf;  writing with an upside down wooden 
spoon in glitter or flour on a baking tray; writing with paint on the end of a cotton bud or feather; 
writing with icing pens on biscuits; writing in sand with your finger; writing on a steamed up shower 
door or mirror.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jtALAD9-WwI




Home Reading
Please go to https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-school/oxford-owl-ebook-collection and select the following two books for your 
child to read this week from their stage. It has been wonderful to receive videos of the children reading these eBooks, so 
please continue to send these to us at the Zebra email address.  

Stage 2: Moths then try a stage 3 book
Stage 3: Popcorn Surfing; The Lost Cow
Stage 4: It’s Too Hot; Helter Skelter
Stage 5: Sue Kangaroo; The Magic Paintbrush
Stage 6: An Amazing Find; Blast Off
Stage 7: Animal Magic; Red Planet
Stage 8: Pick Your Queen; Tiger x4

As well as reading the texts, please use the following ideas to support discussions about what he or she has read:
• Talk about whether he or she likes or dislikes a text, explaining why.
• Stories: Ask your child to re-tell the story in sequence.
• Non-fiction: Ask your child to talk about the key facts that he or she can remember.

There are also activities assigned to your child on www.readingeggs.co.uk.  There are also lots of great stories online, including 
CBeebies Stories. https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b00jdlm2/cbeebies-bedtime-stories

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-school/oxford-owl-ebook-collection
http://www.readingeggs.co.uk/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b00jdlm2/cbeebies-bedtime-stories


Maths Session 1 (20 - 30 minutes)
Finding half  of  an object

First
Join in with this writing numbers song, writing down each number.  You can pause the video if it is going 

to fast for you: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DzKqCmjVXLI. Then watch this Sesame Street video: 

Where has half of my sandwich gone? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bo_svGP-iO4

Next
Watch Mrs Rich’s video, where she will read a story called ‘Give me half’ and show you examples of what 

halves of objects look like.  She will also tell you about the activity for today, where you will say which of 

the pictures are halves. https://youtu.be/mr09DmtUwxM

Then
Look at the shapes.  They have all been divided into two pieces, but not all are equal halves.  Write yes or 

no in the boxes to show if you think that half of the shape has been coloured in.  There is one challenge 

level today.

Your child may wish to spend further time working through the activities set individually for him or her on 

Mathletics: https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DzKqCmjVXLI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bo_svGP-iO4
https://youtu.be/mr09DmtUwxM
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/


This is one whole pizza. 

What is a half?

The pizza has been cut into 2 halves.
Each piece is the same size.

This is one half of the pizza.

The next few pages are slides from 
Mrs Rich’s video, to remind you 
about halves.  



These foods have been cut in half.



Are two pieces always half?

Click the question mark for some questions.Are the two pieces the same size?
Would both customers have the same amount of pizza? 

The chef has cut the pizza into two pieces. 



half a squarehalf a triangle

half a circle



Session 1 Activity

Look at these shapes and say if half 
is coloured in. Write yes or no in 
the boxes.

Remember that the white part and 
the coloured part need to be the 
same size to be halves.  



Maths Session 2 (20 - 30 minutes)
Colouring in half of shapes

First
Join in with this song: Counting in 2s https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JyCr0IgbYcI

Then
Listen to the story ‘The Lion's Share: A Tale of Halving Cake and Eating It Too’ by Matthew McElligott. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ZBFSHsITnU&t=17s.  In this story the animals are all cutting the cake into 
2 pieces, until there are only crumbs left!  This story also talks about doubling, which we have been learning 
about too.  Then watch Mrs Rich’s video.  Muddles has been learning about halves too.  Can you tell him if he 
has coloured in the shapes in two equal (the same) parts?  Mrs Rich will also explain your activity for today. 
https://youtu.be/O9p2w_khjEA

Next
Look at the shapes.  There are three challenge levels.  Colour in half of each shape.  If you haven’t got a printer, 
ask an adult to draw some shapes for you.

Your child may wish to spend further time working through the activities set individually for him or her on 
Mathletics: https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JyCr0IgbYcI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ZBFSHsITnU&t=17s
https://youtu.be/O9p2w_khjEA
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/


Challenge Level 1: 

Colour in half of each of these shapes.  



Challenge Level 2: 

Colour in half of each of these shapes.  



Challenge Level 3:
Colour in half of each of these shapes.  



Maths Session 3 (20 - 30 minutes)
Animal halves mix up!

First
Watch this NumberJacks video about halves: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eBWTP84lcUI
This lasts 15 minutes 

Then
Watch this video of ‘Flip, Flap Ocean’, where  halves of different sea creatures are put together to make new 
funny ones. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TgEix-eNZqA Watch this up until 6 minutes.

Next
On the next few pages are pink rectangles with lines down the middle to cut them in half.  Ask an adult to help 
you to cut the pink rectangles out, before you have a go at cutting down the dotted line to make two halves.  Can 
you muddle the halves up to make mixed up animals?  If you cut really carefully, you will even make a new name 
for your creature!  If you want a harder challenge, the man on the video that we watched shows you how to 
make your very own flip flap book of mixed up creatures.  This will take you more time and you will need an adult 
to help you to make the book before you start.

Your child may wish to spend further time working through the activities set individually for him or her on 
Mathletics: https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eBWTP84lcUI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TgEix-eNZqA
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/








Maths Session 4 (20 - 30 minutes)
Fraction Fish

First
Join in with this counting in 10s song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7stosHbZZZg

Then
Watch this video about quarters: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1s41ikOtivA. We can make quarters by 

cutting halves in half, to give us 4 bits that are the same size.  

Next
Watch Mrs Rich’s video showing you how to make a fraction fish by cutting up circles into halves and quarters, 

before you have a go at making one of your own.   There is a photo of her fish on the next page. 

https://youtu.be/w74ln86TGUM

Your child may wish to spend further time working through the activities set individually for him or her on 

Mathletics: https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7stosHbZZZg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1s41ikOtivA.
https://youtu.be/w74ln86TGUM
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/


I made these 
parts from 

halves. I made these 
parts from 
quarters.



If we cut halves in half, we make quarters.  This pizza has been cut into 4 
equal pieces.  We call each piece one quarter, or ¼.  Four quarters make a 
whole pizza. 

The slides on the next few pages are 
from Mrs Rich’s video





Maths Session 5 (20 - 30 minutes)

Today we would like you to make a fruit salad, using whole, halves and quarters of pieces of fruit.

Ask an adult to help you to cut each piece of fruit in half and cut some of the pieces in half again to 
make quarters.  You could use slices of banana,  kiwi, pineapple rings, strawberries, grapes, slices of 
apples etc.  You can also add some small, whole fruit, such as blueberries. There are some ideas on 
the next page.  If you aren’t able to make this today, there is a finding quarters worksheet after the 
fruit salad ideas page.



One whole strawberry Four quartersTwo halves 

Whole blueberries

Whole slices of banana

One whole pineapple ring

One whole grape

Two halves 

Two halves Four quarters

Four quarters

Whole slices of kiwi



Colour in a quarter
of each of 

these shapes.  



Make an ice-cream parlour role - play

Can you make some pretend ice-creams and ice lollies to sell in an ice-cream parlour?  You could make a 
sign for your shop and a menu with prices.  You could use some coins to pretend to be a customer.  There 
are some pages to print to use in your shop, or you could draw your own.  
How to make pretend ice-creams: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8y63OEpXF4.

You can also use scrunched up paper or tissue for the ice - cream.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8y63OEpXF4


How to make pretend ice lollies

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDIxrMgeLfU

You can also make lollies by colouring in or painting cardboard.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDIxrMgeLfU


Make real ice - cream
Perhaps you would like to make some real ice-cream to sell in your ice-cream parlour?  

There are ideas for flavours to add to your ice-cream on the next page.



Try adding some of  these delicious ingredients to 
your ice - cream mix to make it even more tasty!

• Mashed banana
• Mashed strawberries
• Mashed raspberries
• Blueberries
• Small chunks of  pineapple
• Desiccated coconut
• Chocolate chips
• Peanut butter
• Chopped fudge
• Toffee sauce
• Smarties 
• Smashed up cookies









Music

Our sea themed songs to enjoy this week are:

Moana Shiny 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SbCl6m4gDR0

Click Click Dolphin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2-vAyN1uGU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SbCl6m4gDR0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2-vAyN1uGU


Physical Development

Joe Wicks P.E. lessons.  These are now on three times per week, but there are lots of  
past sessions to watch, including the dressing up Fridays!

https://www.thebodycoach.com/blog/pe-with-joe-1254.html

Our dance routine to learn this week is:
Surfing USA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ze3FFNdpZo

Our Cosmic Yoga Story for this week is:
Tommy the bedtime turtle 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gCLW77sABTc

https://www.thebodycoach.com/blog/pe-with-joe-1254.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ze3FFNdpZo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gCLW77sABTc

